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The History, Lessons, and Legacy of The Civil Rights Campaign from 1955-1965 

(A Charter Bus Travel Course Emphasizing Immersion and Experiential Learning)  
“How the Campaign That Led to the Passage of the  1964 Civil Rights Act & 1965 Voting Rights Act 

Provides Guidance for Our Future Efforts to Advance Social and Economic Justice”  

 

October 9 -14, 2019 

 

A REFLECTION 

All that we do to secure the right to vote, and to enable it, by providing leadership on the issues that affect the 
common good, rests within that part of The First Amendment that guarantees the right of the people to petition 
the Government for a redress of grievances. A young man accepted that premise at the age of 26, and agreed to a 
request that he lead the Montgomery Improvement Association. Beginning with the Montgomery Bus Boycott, he 
dedicated himself to the peaceful mass protest of racial segregation throughout the south, and was the principal 
spokesperson for the Movement in meetings with President John Kennedy, Attorney General Robert Kennedy, 
and President Lyndon Johnson. His personal leadership ended with his death in April, 1968, at age 39, by a white 
assassin. In December, 1964, when his leadership had helped to bring about America’s most significant Civil 
Rights Act, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.  His opening remarks on that occasion began with words that 
perfectly captured the civil rights struggle:  

“I accept this award on behalf of a civil rights movement which is moving with determination and a majestic scorn 
for risk and danger to establish a reign of freedom and a rule of justice. I am mindful that only yesterday in 

Birmingham, Alabama, our children, crying out for brotherhood, were answered with fire hoses, snarling dogs 
and even death. I am mindful that only yesterday in Philadelphia, Mississippi, young people seeking to secure the 

right to vote were brutalized and murdered. And only yesterday more than 40 houses of worship in the State of 
Mississippi alone were bombed or burned because they offered a sanctuary to those who would not accept 

segregation. I am mindful that debilitating and grinding poverty afflicts my people and chains them to the lowest 
rung of the economic ladder. 

Therefore, I must ask why this prize is awarded to a movement which is beleaguered and committed to 
unrelenting struggle; to a movement which has not won the very peace and brotherhood which is the essence of 
the Nobel Prize. After contemplation, I conclude that this award which I receive on behalf of that movement is a 
profound recognition that nonviolence is the answer to the crucial political and moral question of our time - the 

need for man to overcome oppression and violence without resorting to violence and oppression.” 

We now, in October of 2019, take a journey into this history – our history – because, in sustaining the true meaning 
of the Fifteenth Amendment and the Voting Rights Act – and working to sustain and advance social and economic 
issues with reasoned compromise and for the common good – we must visit the places where our predecessors 
stood their ground in an era when that struggle awakened America to democracy’s dependence upon our 
conscience as a people.  
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ITINERARY 
 

(Many of our host sites will teach by combining exhibits with text, or one or more of our facilitators will make 
comments both before and during our various experiences.  Thus, it is not the purpose of the itinerary itself to 
substitute detailed explanation of the sites and exhibits.  Our goal is to gain from this experience a deeper and 

more personal understanding that will shape our current and future advocacy on behalf of the promise of 
democracy and human rights) 

 
 
DEPARTURE & TRAVEL - WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2019:   
 
During travel to Montgomery, Alabama, we will view documentary film that includes original news footage and 
narration of the case surrounding the murder of 14-year-old Emmitt Till as the event that John Lewis suggests 
was the watershed in the beginning of the Movement, and then the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the beginning of 
Dr. King’s leadership; and then the beginnings of a campaign of peaceful mass protest, exemplified by the 1960 
“sit-ins” and the 1961 Freedom Rides.  

 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2019: 
 
We will begin the day with Mr. Williams’ orientation on the early American history of the slave trade in 
Montgomery, and will then visit Hayneville and Lowndesboro as original villages of the “King Cotton Culture” – 
examples of the exploitation of slavery and its influence on the struggle for citizenship and civil rights in the 
Twentieth Century.  
 
We will continue the day with a visit to  the Equal Justice Institute Legacy Museum and Memorial. The Museum 
sits on the very site where enslaved people were once warehoused, and only a few blocks where they were 
auctioned. EJI believes that more must be done to advance experiential learning of the history of slavery, 
lynching and segregation – and how this history influenced the disparities in our criminal justice system and 
other social ills that disproportionately affect people of color. The Memorial is the first of its kind memorializing 
the terrorizing and lynching of enslaved black people.. The Memorial is a truly emotional experience in truth-
telling of the history of America. 

 

 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2019 
 
We will visit the Rosa Parks Museum, which presents the eventful importance of Ms. Parks refusal to give up her 
seat on a city bus in favor of a white person, solely on the basis of her color, and the seminal significance of the 
case of Browder v. Gayle, in defining a Movement that would challenge social and economic injustice for more 
than a decade. The holding in Browder that the governmental enforcement of racial segregation on the City’s 
busses violated the Fourteenth Amendment applied Brown v. Board beyond the parameters of public education, 
thus affirming the overturning of Plessy v. Ferguson – and the federal court’s decision became the Direction 
Action Campaign’s first significant success. 
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We will continue the day with a visit to the Southern Poverty Law Center and National Civil Rights Memorial. 
 
Mr. Williams will take you on an extensive tour of the many historic Movement Sites identified with the 
Montgomery Movement from 1955 – 1961 – comprehensively narrated by Randall Williams, with a special 
presentation by Mr. Patton at the Greyhound Bus Station where the Freedom Riders were attacked on May 20, 
1961.  
 
By the end of the afternoon, we will have examined the willingness of Movement leaders to challenge the city’s 
segregation laws by first employing negotiation, and then the need to actively protest unjust law, including the 
basis for economic boycott of the City’s segregated buses, and will have then examined the beginning of the 
Nashville sit-ins in 1960 and the 1961 Freedom Rides, and how the Montgomery Movement both implemented the 
Fourteenth Amendment and laid the groundwork for later efforts to enforce rights under the Commerce Clause 
of the Constitution, and the Fifteenth Amendment]. 
 
We will end the day with a  group dinner with the Montgomery Movement Veterans at First Baptist “Brick-A-Day” 
Church, the site of the second white mob attack on both local protestors and The Freedom Riders.  

 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2019  
   
We will depart to Birmingham, AL for the day. During drive time, we will view documentary film of the Albany & 
Birmingham campaigns.  Note the constitutional crisis brought about by the de facto formation of two City 
Councils and how white violence, directed by Police and Fire Commissioner Theopilus “Bull” Connor hampered 
attempts at negotiation and turned public sympathy to the peaceful mass protest of racial inequality. 

We will continue with a visit to the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute (BCRI).   

Following the visit to the BCRI will meet with Janice Kelsey at the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church. Ms. Kelsey will 
discuss her first time hearing Dr. King, the creation and significance of Dr. James Bevel’s encouragement of the 
participation of children and adolescents in the peaceful mass protests, which opened the eyes of the world to 
The Civil Rights Movement and the complicity of law enforcement, state and city government in the violence of 

southern resistance to the peaceful protest of segregation and the open violation of The First Amendment.  

After some brief reflection time in Kelly Ingram Park, we will return  to Montgomery. During drive time we will 
begin preparing for our voting rights experience by viewing a documentary of Freedom Summer. 

  

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2019    

Today we will travel to  Selma, the site of the largest, and longest voting rights march in American History, made 
possible by the Movement’s commitment to make the right to vote the most important cause following the 
passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. During drive time, we will watch the seminal video footage of the Selma 
protests and the Voting Rights March. We will stop at Brown Chapel and the Dallas County Courthouse where 
teachers led the first mass attempt to register to vote, and were met by Sheriff Jim Clark, who barred them from 
registering – over the passionate challenge of Rev. C.T. Vivian. Sheriff Clark’s violent attacks on marchers on 
“Bloody Sunday” awakened the nation to the issue of the denial of voting rights.  
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The second march, made possible by Judge Frank Johnson Jr.’s decision in the case of Williams v. Wallace, 
declared the Selma march to be a compelling exercise of the First Amendment.  
 
The March protocol was facilitated with the help of former Governor Leroy Collins of Florida. Following the end of 
the 52 mile march to Montgomery, President Johnson submitted the Voting Rights Act to Congress, and signed 
the Act into law on August 6, 1965.  
 
Our capstone experience will be to personally retrace the beginning of that March over the Pettus Bridge with Mr. 
Patton, and thus join in that symbolic act that prompted a president and Congress to pass the 1965 Voting Rights 
Act.  
 
We will briefly stop at the memorial to Viola Liuzzo, a voting rights activist from Detroit, who was murdered by 
KKK white supremacists as she was driving a black voting rights worker between Selma and Montgomery. We 
will also visit the Interpretive Center which has exhibits depicting the 52 mile Voting Rights march.  

 
Upon returning to Montgomery we will enjoy a visit to New South Books, where we will have the opportunity of a 
special book fair with books recommended especially for our interests in civil rights history and related topics.   

 
 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14 
 
Return to Florida: During a part of our drive time we will view the acclaimed HBO documentary “Triangle: 
Remembering the Fire” — the story of the shocking death of more than 130 female garment workers at the 
Triangle Garment Factory in Greenwich Village, NY, in 1911. A reading will be included in your packet for your 
review prior to viewing the documentary. 

 
EPILOGUE 

 
“The issue was never dollars. The issue was dignity. That’s the hopeful end result and concern of both law and 

movement. In fact, most of the great laws on the books for common people were based upon the worth of 
mankind. If we don’t start there, then the law becomes unworthy.” 

 
Rev. C.T. Vivian, Interview with Professor Robert Bickel in Tampa, Florida 2007. 


